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ABSTRACT
Training Deep Neural Network is a computation-intensive and
time-consuming task. Asynchronous Stochastic Gradient Descent
(ASGD) is an effective solution to accelerate the training process
since it enables the network to be trained in a distributed fashion,
but with a main issue of the delayed gradient update. A recent
notable work called DC-ASGD improves the performance of ASGD
by compensating the delay using a cheap approximation of the
Hessian matrix. DC-ASGD works well with a short delay; however,
the performance drops considerably with an increasing delay between the workers and the server. In real-life large-scale distributed
training, such gradient delay experienced by the worker is usually
high and volatile. In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm called
LC-ASGD to compensate for the delay, basing on Loss Prediction.
It effectively extends the tolerable delay duration for the compensation mechanism. Specifically, LC-ASGD utilizes additional models
that reside in the parameter server and predict the loss to compensate for the delay, basing on historical losses collected from
each worker. The algorithm is evaluated on the popular networks
and benchmark datasets. The experimental results show that our
LC-ASGD significantly improves over existing methods, especially
when the networks are trained with a large number of workers.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Deep learning attracts attentions increasingly because of its impressive effectiveness in the areas of image recognition and speech
processing [12, 20, 24]. As the size of the training dataset and the
complexity in the architecture of the training network raises, training Deep Neural Network (DNN) with Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) on a single machine is getting harder. The demands for
working on large-scale datasets and models motivate the research
of distributed training strategy [1, 3, 13]. Synchronous Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SSGD) and Asynchronous Stochastic Gradient
Descent (ASGD) [7] are two popular solutions for this purpose.
In SGD, the neural network runs on a single machine and the
gradients, which are used to update the model, are computed every
time after a batch of data is processed by the network. Different
from SGD, a set of workers is used in SSGD. Each worker holds the
same model and computes the gradients synchronously. The gradients are then averaged on a parameter server for weight updating.
However, there is a synchronous barrier in SSGD training method.
The gradient averaging operation has to wait for all workers to
finish their computations. The training process will slow down if
any worker is delayed.
The ASGD breaks the synchronous barrier to accelerate the
distributed training process. In the ASGD, each worker individually computes the gradient on the model retrieved from a parameter server and updates the model in the parameter server asynchronously [18]. Nevertheless, the main drawback of the ASGD
is the delayed updating [19]. It dues to the fact that the gradients
computed by each worker are commonly based on different states
of the network. In other words, the workers cannot always run with
the latest state of the network since the weights are continually
updated, and each worker uses its retrieved version of the network
to compute the gradients independently.
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Figure 1: ASGD weight updating procedure

Due to such drawback of the ASGD, [27] proposed a delay compensation algorithm named DC-ASGD. It utilizes a cheap approximation of the Hessian matrix to compensate for the delay in the
gradient computation performed by local workers. The approximation can produce a better result than both the ASGD and the SSGD.
However, the effective approximation is limited as the DC-ASGD is
utilizing the second-order partial derivatives, resulting in the DCASGD only working well for a short period of delay. The training
performance in the situation of high delays cannot be guaranteed.
In this paper, we propose a novel method, called Asynchronous
Stochastic Gradient Descent with Loss Compensation (LC-ASGD),
to release the restriction in the DC-ASGD. Our method LC-ASGD
works similarly as ASGD in the sense that there is no barrier for
workers, so that enables each worker to update the network once it
finishes the local training. The LC-ASGD, which differs from ASGD,
applies additional Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) to predict the
loss in the existence of delay (i.e., compensate the loss due to the delay). It allows workers to use more accurate loss values to compute
the gradients. Comparing with DC-ASGD, the loss compensations
are not limited to the effective duration of the second-order approximation. Rather, the accuracy of loss compensation is determined
by the performance of the predictor.
Moreover, the default batch normalization [9] designed for single
machine training does not work very effectively in distributed training. To further improve the performance of distributed training,
we extend the default Batch Normalization (BN) scheme to Asynchronous Batch Normalization (Async-BN). We have conducted
comprehensive experiments, in which the results show that: (1) the
LC-ASGD always produces better results than SSGD, ASGD and
DC-ASGD, especially when there are a large number of workers in
the system; (2) the model accuracy achieved by LC-ASGD is very
close to the accuracy obtained by the sequential SGD when the
number of workers is large, and is even better than SGD when the
number of workers is small.

2

MOTIVATIONS

SSGD is a straightforward distributed implementation of SGD. The
workloads are simply split among the workers at every iteration.
The parameter server collects and averages the gradients calculated
by the workers to update the weights of the neural network.

b
M
1 Õ 1Õ
·
∇ω ℓ(f ωt (x i, j ), yi, j ))
(
M j=1 b i=1 t

(1)

Formula 1 represents how SSGD works, where ωt is the network
weight at time t, γ is a learning rate, M is the number of workers,
and b is the batch size of the data. ℓ is a loss function for evaluating
the difference between the network output f ωt (x i, j ) and the label
yi, j corresponding to the input x i, j . The workers compute gradients
on their own, while the server updates the weight of the training
network by taking as input the gradients computed by each worker.
The drawback of SSGD is that the server has to synchronize with
all workers to update the network weights. If any worker straggles
for any reason, for example, a varied computing power or an abnormal communication latency, then the weight updating process
on the server will be suspended until the worker finishing its jobs.
ASGD, which is asynchronous version of distributed SGD, breaks
the synchronous barrier in SSGD to accelerate the training process
further. In ASGD, each worker computes its gradients and sends
the results to the server individually. Once the server receives the
local results from a worker, it update the model asynchronously.
The weight updating strategy of ASGD is illustrated in Figure
1. A worker (assume it is worker m in Figure 1) obtains a version
of the network (i.e., the network weights w t as in Figure 1) and
performs its local computations. The local computations involve a
forward propagation computation and a set of calculations for the
gradients. After worker m finishes the local computations, it sends
the gradients back to the parameter server, which uses the gradients
calculated by worker m to update the weights of the global network.
However, while worker m performs its local computation, other
workers may have obtained a different version of the network to
complete their local computations, based on which the server has
updated the network to a new version that is different from the
version that Worker m obtained to calculate the gradients. The
gradients calculated by worker m based on the weight w t will be
used to update the weight w t +τ rather than w t . This is the delay
in updating the weights in ASGD.
Formula 2 represents how the network is updated as described
above in ASGD, in which дm is the local gradient calculated by
worker m based on the network weights at time t, ωt +τ is the
network weights at time ωt +τ .
ωt +τ +1 = ωt +τ − γ · д

b
1Õ
∇ω ℓ(f ωt (x i ), yi )
b i=1 t

(2)

The delay in updating the weights may cause the result that the
training by ASGD cannot achieve the same effect as the training
by SGD. Namely, ASGD does not perform as well as SGD in terms
of the accuracy of the trained model.
Due to the limitation of ASGD, the work [27] proposed a delay
compensation algorithm named DC-ASGD, aiming to use a cheap
approximation to compensate for the delay in the gradients computation performed by local workers. Applying such compensation
can produce a better result than both the ASGD and the SSGD.
However, as DC-ASGD utilizes the second-order partial derivatives,
the accurate duration of the approximation is limited. It means that
DC-ASGD would only work well for a short period of delay.
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Figure 2: Performance of DC-ASGD training ResNet-18 on
CIFAR-10 w.r.t. number of workers

ωt +τ +1 = ωt +τ − γ · (дm + λt дm ⊗ дm ⊗ (w t − wbak (m)))

(3)

Formula 3 demonstrates how the DC-ASGD method works, where
λt is a variance control parameter, wbak is a backup model that the
worker is using, ⊗ indicates the element-wise product, and дm is
the gradients computed by the worker that is as same as the ASGD.
We re-built the DC-ASGD and investigate the learning curve of
the DC-ASGD on a popular DNN ResNet-18 with 4, 8 and 16 workers.
The performance of the DC-ASGD on the CIFAR-10 benchmark
dataset is shown in Figure 2. It can be observed that although the
performance of DC-ASGD approximates that of SGD; however, the
error rate obviously raises along with the amount of worker raising.
According to the above analyses, we find that DC-ASGD works
fine with conditions of low delay; however, the performance drops
significantly when the delay is high.

3

RELATED WORKS

The SGD algorithm has been demonstrated to be very useful in
training a variety of DNNs. Some related works have been proposed
to speed up the efficiency of the SGD training through the parallel
and distributed training [15, 16]. Hogwild! [18] is a lock-free approach for parallelised SGD, which enables the computing units to
access a shared memory where the network parameters are stored.
Hogwild can achieve a near-optimal convergence rate for certain
problems. The work in [7] built the DistBelief framework, which
adopts ASGD to train deep networks in a distributed manner. The
convergence performance of ASGD has been extensively examined
in many works [4, 26, 27]. In addition, several works [11, 17] developed frameworks to adopt the distributed training algorithm to
accelerate the training efficiency further.
A recent work [23] proposed an Error Compensated Quantized
Stochastic Gradient Descent (ECQ-SGD) algorithm to improve the
training efficiency in a distributed training scenario. It quantises
local gradients to reduce the communication overhead and utilizes
the accumulated quantisation error to speed up the convergence.
Comparing with other related works [2, 22], the ECQ-SGD applies
an error compensation technique to achieve a state-of-art compression performance. However, the work focuses on reducing
communication bandwidth to speed up training progress, which
has a different focus from our work.

A rising approach [10, 21, 25] designed for federated learning
[14], which enable devices collaboratively learn a shared prediction
model while keeping all the training data locally, was proposed to
determine an optimal trade-off between local update and global
parameter aggregation to minimize the loss function with a given
resource budget. Although the experiments show that the proposed
trade-off controlling algorithm performs a good result near to the
optimum with various machine learning models and different data
distributions, nevertheless, such algorithms are suitable for the
dataset that is stored individually and privately. In our case, we
consider all of the workers that not only share the model but also
use the same data.
The DC-ASGD [27] is the notable work closely related to the
method proposed in this paper. The DC-ASGD utilizes the Hessian
matrix to compensate for the delay approximately. As introduced
in Section 1 and Section 2, the DC-ASGD estimates the distance in
model version between the workers and the server, and then utilizes a cheap approximation of the second-order partial derivatives
to compensate the delayed gradients. However, according to the
analysis of the re-building experiments, such compensation works
well when the delay is low. As the number of workers increases,
the performance degrades significantly.

4

DISTRIBUTED TRAINING WITH LOSS
COMPENSATION

We propose LC-ASGD to address a crucial problem in ASGD that
is the delayed updating of weights. In LC-ASGD, the trend of loss
values during training is modeled as a time series that is called the
loss time series. An LSTM Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is built
as a loss predictor to forecast the future values in loss time series
based on both current loss computed by the workers and historical
values, which is the basis of our loss compensation. Moreover, to
define the future step for the loss predictor, another LSTM network
is built as a future step predictor that takes multivariate input
data including computing cost of the worker, communication cost
between the server and the worker, and the interval of the worker
interacting with the server.
Our LC-ASGD aims to compensate for the loss caused by the
delay. To achieve this, the order in which the workers finish their
local computations is also modeled as a time series that is called
the worker time series. It determines the order in which the weights
of the network are updated in the parameter server and also the
version of the network each worker obtains to start its local computation. If k numbers of other workers update the network weights
in the parameter server before the worker m completes its local
computation with the network w t , we call that the latest network is
km steps away from w t . The larger value of km , the higher delay is
experienced by worker m. We make use of the worker time series to
predict how many steps the network version has evolved between
the time when a work obtains a network version and the time when
the work completes its local computation and sends back updates
(i.e. gradients). We build another LSTM Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN) as a step predictor.
The loss caused by the delay is compensated as follows. When
the parameter server receives a loss value computed by a worker
m, it invokes the step predictor to predict the number of steps
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Figure 3: Error rates of the global model ResNet-18 with Async-BN as the training progresses on CIFAR-10
Algorithm 1 The computations performed by a worker, m

4.1

Initialize:
statem = {loss : 0, mean : { }, var : { }, tcomm : 0, tcomp : 0},
z ∈ {1, 2, ..., Z }, t 0 , t 1
1: Pull w t from the parameter server at timestamp t 0
2: Receive the weights w t at timestamp t 1
3: Record the pulling time cost statem [tcomm ] = t 1 − t 0
4: Compute loss ℓm = ℓ(fw t (x i ), yi )
5: Record the local loss statem [loss] = ℓm
6: Store mean µ z in each BN layer bn z into statem [mean]
7: Store variance σz in each BN layer bn z into statem [var ]
8: Push all recordings statem to the parameter server
9: Receive loss compensation ℓdel ay from the parameter server
at timestamp t 2
10: Compute gradient дm = ∇w t (ℓm + λ · ℓdel ay ), finishing at
timestamp t 3
11: Record computational time cost statem [tcomp ] = t 3 - t 2
12: Push the gradients дm to the parameter server

Algorithm 1 outlines the computations performed by each worker
in the distributed training. At the beginning of each iteration, the
worker requests the latest network weights w t from the parameter
server (Line 1). The time consumption of pulling the network parameters is calculated by the difference between two timestamps
t 0 and t 1 . It is stored as tcomm in a data collection statem (Line
3). Based on the retrieved network from the parameter server, the
worker takes a batch of training data and performs the forward
propagation to compute a loss value ℓm (Line 4), following Formula
4. Along with the forward propagation, the mean µ and variance σ
of each BN layer are also updated according to the input data.

that will be experienced by the worker. Assuming the predicted
number of steps is km , the server then invokes the loss predictor
to predict the loss value at the km -th step ahead, which is the loss
value after compensating the delay corresponding to the km steps.
The compensated loss value is then sent to the worker for its local
computation.
As presented above, there are four main components in our LCASGD: the workers, the parameter server, the loss predictor and
the step predictor. Next, we present these four components and the
relevant algorithms in more detail.

Worker

ℓm = ℓ(fw t (x i ), yi )

(4)

ℓm , µ z and σz are saved in statem (Line 5, 6 & 7), which will
be sent to the parameter server (Line 8). The loss ℓm is used to
calculate a compensation value, while µ and σ are accumulated to
a global mean and a global variance of each BN layer. The reason
of doing accumulations for BN layers across all workers is that
we found such optimizations can deliver better and more stable
performance for the distributed training in many cases.
дm = ∇w t (ℓm + λ · ℓdel ay )

(5)

Once the worker receives the compensated loss value from the
server (Line 9), it leverages Formula 5 to combine the compensation with the current loss (Line 10). Then do the back-propagation
through the network to calculate the gradients дm . The λ here is a
hyper-parameter to fine-tuning the compensated loss. Similar to
tcomm , the time used for the gradient computation is recorded as

Loss Prediction-based Asynchronous Stochastic Gradient Descent
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Algorithm 2 LC-ASGD: parameter server

Algorithm 3 LC-ASGD: loss predictor

Input: learning rate γ
Initialize: t = 0, Ebnz = 0, V arbnz = 1, w 0 is initialized randomly,
iter = [ ], m ∈ {1, 2, ..., M }, z ∈ {1, 2, ..., Z }
repeat
1: if receive statem then
2:
Append m to iter
3:
Predict step km =
stepPredictor (m, statem [tcomm , statem [tcomp ], iter )
4:
Predict loss ℓdel ay for the next km steps by
lossPred(statem [loss], k)
5:
Send ℓdel ay to worker m
6:
Update Ez = (1 − d) ∗ Ez + d ∗ statem [meanz ]
7:
Update V ar z = (1 − d) ∗ V ar z + d ∗ statem [var z ]
8: else if receive дm then
9:
w t +1 = w t − γ · дm
10:
t =t +1
11: else if receive pull request from worker m then
12:
Send w t to worker m
13: end if
until f orever

Input: loss ℓm (the loss received from worker m), step km
Initialize: ℓt (the latest loss of the network)
1: Train lossPred with (data = ℓt , label = ℓm )
2: predictions = lossPred(data = ℓm , f uture = k)
3: ℓdel ay = sum(predictions)
4: ℓt = ℓm
Return: ℓdel ay

tcomp (Line 11). Finally, the worker m pushes the gradients дm to
the parameter server (Line 12) to update the network.

4.2

Algorithm 4 LC-ASGD: step predictor
Input: worker rank m, tcomm , tcomp , iteration recording iter
m
m
Initialize: stepm = 0, tcomm
, tcomp
, m ∈ {1, 2, ..., M }
1: Extract the last iteration stept of worker m from iter
2: Train stepPred with
m
m
(data = {stepm , tcomm
, tcomp
}, label = stept )
3: km = stepPred(data = {stept , tcomm , tcomp }, f uture = 1)
m
m
4: tcomm
, tcomp
, stepm = tcomm , tcomp , stept
Return: km

and the V ar are updated by calculating the new mean and variance
across all workers after receiving the local mean and variance from
the worker (Line 6 & 7).
w t +1 = w t − γ · дm

Parameter Server

The functions performed on the parameter server are outlined in
Algorithm 2. The parameter server generally receives the requests
from the workers and sends the corresponding response back to the
workers. A list iter , which is maintained in the parameter server,
records the sequence of all workers that send the computing results
to the server. The iter is applied to derive the number of steps experienced by a particular worker. The server receives the computing
results statem from worker m that contains a loss value and the
updates (i.e. mean and variance) for the BN layers. Every time when
the server gets the statem , the worker index m will be appended
into the list iter (Line 2).
The step predictor is invoked to predict the number of steps
(assume it is km ) for which the network version will have evolved
when the worker m finishes its computation and send the computing results back to the server (Line 3). Then, the loss value
(i.e., statem [loss]) and the predicted number of steps km are fed
into the loss predictor lossPred to predict the loss delay (denoted
by ℓdel ay ) at the following km steps (Line 4). The server sends
ℓdel ay to worker m (Line 5) so that the worker uses the predicted
loss delay to compensate for its loss value and then performs the
back-propagation.

(8)

When the server receives the gradients дm from worker m, the
server updates the network weights by Formula 8 (Line 9). Finally,
the server sends the latest network parameters w t to the worker
who requests for the latest network (Lines 12).

4.3

Loss Compensation Predictor

(6)

The prediction model lossPred used by the loss compensation predictor is an RNN network, which resides in the parameter server.
The first two layers of the RNN network are the LSTM layers while
the final layer is a linear layer. The operations performed by the
predictor is outlined in Algorithm 3.
Assume that the worker m takes a batch of input data and uses
the model w t to calculate a loss value ℓt through the forwardpropagation. In the next iteration, the loss value of the training
model w t +1 will be ℓt +1 . Then, it will be ℓt +2 . Following this pattern,
the loss values from each iteration can be regarded as a time serial
data. We utilize an RNN to model the relations among such data
so that the loss value can be predicted. To train the RNN on the
server without disturbing workers’ progress, we implement an
online-training process the loss predictor. The loss predictor takes
ℓt as input and uses ℓt +1 as the target every time to train the loss
prediction model online. This is indeed how the loss prediction
model is trained.

V ar z = (1 − d) ∗ V ar z + d ∗ statem [var z ]
(7)
Formula 6 and Formula 7 shows how the server accumulates the
mean and variance sent by worker m to update the global mean E
and the global variance V ar for each batch normalization layer bnz ,
where the z is the index of the batch normalization layer. The E

Specifically, the loss prediction model lossPred uses ℓt as input
(since ℓt is the last loss value at time t coming from the training
model) to predict the loss value at the next time t + 1, i.e., ℓt +1 .
When the real loss value ℓm at time t + 1 coming to the server,

Ez = (1 − d) ∗ Ez + d ∗ statem [meanz ]

ℓdel ay = sum(lossPred(data = ℓm , f uture = km ))

(9)
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Figure 4: Error rates of the global model ResNet-18 with Async-BN w.r.t. wall-clock time on CIFAR-10
the ℓm act as a label to calculate difference to the prediction ℓt +1
(Line 1). Such difference will be used to back-propagating through
the network to do updates. The updating procedure is same to the
regular training process of neural networks. Follow this training
cycle, the model lossPred is trained every time when the loss ℓt +2 ,
ℓt +3 , ..., , ℓt +n arriving to the server.
The forward-propagating goes on km iterations to generate the
predictions of the loss for the km steps in the future (Line 2), where
the value of km is predicted by the step predictor to be presented
in the next subsection. Following Formula 9, all predicted loss values for the km future steps are summed up. The total loss is then
sent back to the worker m. The reason why we sum up the loss
predictions made for these km steps is because when a worker computing the gradient at the km -th step, we need to calculate the sum
of the partial derivative of individual loss values at these km steps,
which equals to the partial derivative of the sum of these loss values.

layers in the model is limited, so that reduces the training time
of the network. Similar to the loss predictor lossPred, the step
predictor also conducts the online training. We not only utilize the
previous step recordings km but also take communication cost and
computation cost into account. Thus, there are three dimensions
in the input data: communication cost tcomm between worker m
and the server, computing cost tcomp of worker m doing local
calculations, and the value of step km for worker m derived from
iter (Line 1).
Following the online training method motioned in Section 4.3,
the current step km first acts as a label for training the step predictor
stepPred. Then the step predictor stepPred forecasts the next value
of step km for the worker m by inputting the current value of km ,
tcomm and tcomp .

4.4

Formula 10 presents the way to make a prediction on the next
step value for the worker m. It is slightly different from predicting
the loss delay since predicting the next step only need to forwardpropagating the step predictor for once.

Step Predictor

The step predictor stepPred also runs on the server. The role of
the step predictor is outlined in Algorithm 4. The number of steps
km means the number of other workers who send updates to the
server while the worker m running on its local computations. According to our analysis, the value of km depends on a number of
system statuses including the computing capacity of each worker,
the network quality between each worker and the server, etc. These
system statuses typically vary in practice. Therefore, we construct
a multivariate step predictor to capture the complex conditions in
the distributed training systems, which can potentially generate
more accurate predictions for the km .
The step predictor consists of two LSTM layers in the front of
the network and a linear layer at the end. The size of the hidden

k = stepPred(data = {stept , tcomm , tcomp }, f uture = 1)

5

(10)

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present the evaluation results for the proposed
LC-ASGD algorithm. The experiments were carried out on a cluster
where every node is equipped with an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.
Each node acts as a worker. The parameter server is equipped
with two additional GPUs to accelerate the training process of loss
predictor and step predictor. We tested our algorithm on ResNet [8]
with the benchmark datasets CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. In addition to
LC-ASGD, we also implemented several popular existing distributed
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Figure 5: Error rates of the global model ResNet-50 with Async-BN as the training progresses on ImageNet
training algorithms including SSGD, ASGD and DC-ASGD, which
have been used in many previous works as baselines [5–7]. For
the sake of fairness, all experiments based on the same randomly
initialized model, and worked with the same scheduling for learning
rate.

5.1

Experiment Results on CIFAR-10

The CIFAR-10 dataset consists of 60000 color images in 10 classes,
with 6000 images per class. We used 50000 images for training and
10000 images for the test. For all the algorithms under investigation,
we ran the training for 160 epochs with a mini-batch size of 128
and the cross-entropy loss function. An initial learning rate of 0.3
was used and then was divided by ten after 80 and 120 epochs,
following the same practice presented in [8]. Moreover, the hidden
sizes we used for loss predictor and step predictor were 64 and 128,
respectively. The network architecture is constructed following the
literature [8]. We implemented SGD, SSGD, ASGD, DC-ASGD and
LC-ASGD with the same settings as above for a fair comparison. The
sequential SGD algorithm was regarded as a performance baseline
to evaluate the distributed methods.
Figure 3 shows the learning curve of training error rate and
test error rate of the network ResNet-18 on CIFAR-10 dataset as
the training progresses. Table 1 details the final test rates of all
the algorithms when they run with different numbers of workers.
Table 1 also shows the performance degradation over the baseline
algorithm. The following observations can be made from figure 3
and table 1: (1) SGD (the sequential method) delivered a test error of
5.15% in our setting (the test error of SGD reported in [8] was 8.75%).
(2) Our method LC-ASGD (with Async-BN) achieved the lowest
error. When training with 4 workers and 8 workers, LC-ASGD

achieved 4.87% and 4.96% of error rate, respectively. They were
even better than SGD, even though LC-ASGD was not designed to
beat sequential SGD. In addition, LC-ASGD delivered a test error of
5.52% with 16 workers. (3) Although all the distributed algorithms
lost the accuracy as the number of workers increased, LC-ASGD
demonstrated the lowest degradation. As can be seen from Table 1,
the performance degradation of DC-ASGD, SSGD and ASGD with
16 workers were 13.20%, 20.39% and 24.47% respectively, while that
of LC-ASGD (with Async-BN) was only 7.18% in the worst case.
Figure 4 presents the convergence rate of the algorithms, namely,
the change in training/test error rate over the time.
Combining Figure 4 and Table 1, it can be observed that the
convergence rate of these five algorithms were different from their
error rates. Although ASGD had the worst error rate among these
algorithms, it converges very fast, nearly reaching a linear speed-up
comparing with SGD in terms of throughput. SSGD was slightly
slower than ASGD due to the synchronization barrier. DC-ASGD
and LC-ASGD both struck a good balance in error rate and convergence speed. Their convergence speeds were similar to that of
ASGD. We noticed that LC-ASGD took a longer time than SSGD
in the case of 16 workers. This is because that two additional RNN
models were running on the server to predict the loss and the steps.
The loss predictor and the step predictor took slightly more time
when the number of workers increased.
The above results are to be expected. Since ASGD suffers from
the delayed gradients updating and the situation becomes worse
as the number of workers increases. In SSGD, when the number of
workers is increased, it is equivalent to increasing the batch size
of the training data. However, increasing the batch size hurts the
training performance of DNN in general.
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Figure 6: Error rates of the global model ResNet-50 with Async-BN w.r.t. wall-clock time on ImageNet
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Figure 7: Performance of the loss predictor for ResNet-50
w.r.t. number of iterations on ImageNet training with 16
workers

5.2

Experiment Results on ImageNet

To further evaluate the performance of LC-ASGD with large-scale
tasks, we tested these algorithms with the ImageNet dataset. The
latest version of ImageNet contains more than 14 millions of annotated images. The data is split into 27 high-level categories, in
which each contains up to 3822 subcategories. In the experiments,
we adopted the same settings presented in [8], used ResNet-50(V2)
with a mini-batch size of 128 and performed the training for 120
epochs being reduced by ten times at the 60th and 90th epoch. Because ImageNet is very large, training with the sequential method
SGD on a single machine takes too long. Thus, we only ran the
experiments with distributed algorithms.
Figure 5 and Table 1 show the Top-1 error of the SSGD, ASGD,
DC-ASGD and LC-ASGD algorithm training ResNet50 with 1-crop
ImageNet. The result of SSGD with 4 workers was used as a baseline

performance which other algorithms’ performance was compared
against. The results of the experiments with ImageNet were similar
to those with CIFAR10. Our LC-ASGD with Async-BN still produced
the best performance among all other distributed algorithms. Specifically, when training with 4, 8 and 16 workers, it delivered 23.86%,
24.07% and 24.82% of test error rate respectively. The performance
of other algorithms dropped from 3.02% to 5.39% when training with
16 workers, whilst the proposed LC-ASGD degraded only by 1.35%.
Figure 6 shows the convergent rate of four distributed algorithms.
The results were similar to those of training ResNet18 with CIFAR10.
SSGD was slowed down due to the synchronization barrier, while
ASGD and DC-ASGD had a similar convergence rate. Although our
LC-ASGD spent some extra time in training the additional RNNs
(for the loss predictor and step predictor), it still demonstrated an
excellent trade-off between error rate and convergence speed.
Figure 7 compares the loss calculated by the workers and the
loss predicted by the LossPredictor in the experiments of training
the ResNet-50 with ImageNet by 16 workers. Overall, the predictor
worked effectively in terms of accuracy. The curve of the prediction largely overlapped the curve of the actual loss values. On the
one hand, the actual loss value started at 3.176, and then dropped
gradually to 3.144. On the other hand, the prediction also started at
3.176, and decreased to a value that was only slightly more than
3.143 at the end of the period. The reason why the predictor had
such outstanding performance is because RNN is a robust model
for dealing with the time series problems. The previous state was
used as the feedback to preserve the memory of the network over
time. The model learned from previous values and trends, so as to
make accurate predictions based on the current state.
Moreover, we also evaluated the performance of the step predictor, which is shown in Figure 8. The brown curve is the order in
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Table 1: Training performance of ResNet-18 on CIFAR-10 and ResNet-50 on ImageNet.
# Workers

Algorithm

CIFAR-10 BN

CIFAR-10 Async-BN
Test Error (%)

Perf. Deg. (%)

Test Error (%)

Perf. Deg. (%)

Test Error (%)

Perf. Deg. (%)

1

SGD

5.15

Baseline

5.15

Baseline

-

-

-

-

4

SSGD
ASGD
DC-ASGD
LC-ASGD

5.67
5.73
5.33
4.98

10.10
11.26
3.50
-3.3

5.57
5.65
5.22
4.87

8.16
9.71
1.36
-5.44

24.61
24.99
24.53
23.91

Baseline
1.54
-0.33
-2.84

24.49
24.90
24.46
23.86

Baseline
1.67
-0.12
-2.57

8

SSGD
ASGD
DC-ASGD
LC-ASGD

6.19
6.38
5.72
5.11

20.19
23.88
11.07
-0.78

6.01
6.27
5.58
4.96

16.70
21.75
8.35
-3.69

25.24
25.71
25.98
24.17

2.56
4.47
5.57
-1.79

25.11
25.64
24.89
24.07

2.53
4.70
1.63
-1.71

16

SSGD
ASGD
DC-ASGD
LC-ASGD

6.41
6.59
6.05
5.76

24.47
27.96
17.48
11.84

6.20
6.41
5.83
5.52

20.39
24.47
13.20
7.18

25.80
25.96
25.41
24.99

4.84
5.49
3.25
1.54

25.62
25.81
25.23
24.82

4.61
5.39
3.02
1.35
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Figure 8: Performance of the step predictor for ResNet-50
w.r.t. number of iterations on ImageNet training with 16
workers
which the workers finished their local computations and sent the
results back to the server (which was recorded in iter and was used
to derive the actual values of step km for the worker m). The blue
curve is the predictions made by StepPredictor in a period of training ResNet-50 with ImageNet by 16 workers. Although the order of
workers was generally regular, the variance still occurred during the
training. The variance was typically caused by the reasons discussed
previously, for example, the changes in computing workload and/or
the communication status in the workers. As we can see from the
figure, the forecast made by the StepPredictor were very accurate.
The prediction error of the two predictors in LC-ASGD is mainly
due to two reasons. The error rate is unstable when there are not
enough data to train the predictor, or when the network state is
changing significantly. This situation generally occurs at the beginning of the training process or when the learning rate is tuned.

5.3

ImageNet BN

Test Error (%)

Evaluation on Asynchronous Batch
Normalization

In our LC-ASGD, we proposed an asynchronous batch normalization strategy to improve the training accuracy in distributed
learning. Table 1 compares the training accuracy between the proposed asynchronous batch normalization (denoted by Asysc-BN)
with the regular batch normalization (denoted by BN) in literature.
It can be observed that the test error rate of the models training

with Async-BN are generally better than that with the regular BN.
As the number of workers increased, The advantage of Async-BN
is more prominent over the regular BN. The reason why Async-BN
outperforms the regular BN is because the difference in how the
batch information is exchanged and updated between the workers
and the server. When training with the regular BN, the parameter
server replaces the mean and variance of all BN layers using the
parameter values received from the latest worker. Our Async-BN
strategy updated the mean and the variance by accumulating all the
updates from the workers and re-calculating the global mean and
variance. Consequently, the parameters that the worker retrieved
from the server contained the accumulated mean and variance. This
way, the mean and variance that the workers used to start their
training is more consistent.

5.4

Parameter Server Overhead Analysis

As aforementioned in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4, two RNN models ran on the parameter server in our LC-ASGD to provide the predictions for the loss compensation. The overhead mainly depends
on the complexity of the prediction model. Also there is a trade-off
between the complexity and the accuracy when designing the prediction model. We conducted the experiments to evaluate the overhead incurred by both loss predictor and the step predictor, where
delivered the prediction performance presented in Figures 7 and 8.
Table 2 (with CIFAR-10) and Table 3 (with ImageNet) show the
average time spent by the online loss predictor and step predictor
in a training iteration when training with CIFAR-10 and ImageNet,
respectively. It can be seen from the tables that the time cost is
steady for different datasets. Also, the time cost increases slightly
as the number of workers increases, which is to be expected since
when there are more workers, more input data to the prediction
models and hence more training time. Overall, the overhead incurred by the predictions is low compared with the training time
of an iteration. The overhead accounts for around 8% for CIFAR-10,
while it is slightly more than 1% for ImageNet. These results indicate that our loss and step predictor can make accurate predictions
with relatively low overhead.
Moreover, according to the learning curve shown in Figure 4 and
Figure 6, our LC-ASGD achieved the excellent convergence rates
while delivering lower error rates. It beats SSGD as it removes the
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Table 2: Average time of a training iteration on CIFAR-10.
# Workers

4

8

16

Loss Pred. (ms)

1.28

1.29

1.30

Step Pred. (ms)

1.37

1.43

1.48

Total Training (ms)

32.23

32.84

34.64

Overhead (%)

8.22

8.28

8.03

Table 3: Average time of a training iteration on ImageNet.
# Workers

4

8

16

Loss Pred. (ms)

1.27

1.29

1.33

Step Pred. (ms)

1.36

1.45

1.50

Total Training (ms)

183.23

185.68

188.71

Overhead (%)

1.44

1.48

1.50

synchronization barrier, and nearly reached the convergence rate
of ASGD when it runs with 4 workers. These results also reflect
that the loss and step predictor do not incur heavy overhead during
the training.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed the issue of synchronization barrier
in SSGD, the delayed gradient updating in ASGD and the limitation of DC-ASGD. These problems motivate us to propose a novel
distributed training algorithm called LC-ASGD. LC-ASGD compensates for the loss delay seen in ASGD. It constructs the RNN models
to predict the delayed steps and further predict the value of the loss
function at a specific step into the future. An asynchronous batch
normalization strategy is also proposed in LC-ASGD. The proposed
LC-ASGD is evaluated on popular deep neural networks with the
widely used datasets. The experimental results demonstrate that
LC-ASGD is able to train the models to the outstanding accuracy
compared with the existing distributed training algorithms, especially when training with a large number of workers. For future
work, we plan to extend LC-ASGD to address the training problem
with distributed data, i.e., different workers train the models with
different subset of input data.
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